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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;On July 22, 2009, Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 

R2 were released to manufacturing (RTM) and released to the &#128182;  public th

ree months later on October 22, 2009. Unlike its predecessor, Windows Vista, whi

ch introduced a large number of new &#128182;  features, Windows 7 was intended 

to be a more focused, incremental upgrade to the Windows line, with the goal of 

&#128182;  being compatible with applications and hardware with which Windows Vi

sta was already compatible.[42] Windows 7 has multi-touch support, a redesigned 

&#128182;  Windows shell with an updated taskbar with revealable jump lists that

 contain shortcuts to files frequently used with specific applications &#128182;

  and shortcuts to tasks within the application,[43] a home networking system ca

lled HomeGroup,[44] and performance improvements.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Windows 365&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Windows CE (officially known &#128182;  as Windows Embedded Compact), i

s an edition of Windows that runs on minimalistic computers, like satellite navi

gation systems and some &#128182;  mobile phones. Windows Embedded Compact is ba

sed on its own dedicated kernel, dubbed Windows CE kernel. Microsoft licenses Wi

ndows CE &#128182;  to OEMs and device makers. The OEMs and device makers can mo

dify and create their own user interfaces and experiences, &#128182;  while Wind

ows CE provides the technical foundation to do so.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;While the Windows 9x series offered the option of having profiles &#128

182;  for multiple users with separate profiles and home folders, it had no conc

ept of access privileges, allowing any user to &#128182;  edit others&#39; files

. In addition, while it ran separate 32-bit applications in separate address spa

ces, protecting an application&#39;s code and &#128182;  data from being read or

 written by another application, it did not protect the first megabyte of memory

 from userland &#128182;  applications for compatibility reasons. This area of m

emory contains code critical to the functioning of the operating system, and by 

&#128182;  writing into this area of memory an application can crash or freeze t

he operating system. This was a source of &#128182;  instability as faulty appli

cations could accidentally write into this region, potentially corrupting import

ant operating system memory, which usually resulted in &#128182;  some form of s

ystem error and halt.[96]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Windows Vista introduced a privilege elevation system called User Accou

nt Control.[103] When logging in &#128182;  as a standard user, a logon session 

is created and a token containing only the most basic privileges is assigned. &#

128182;  In this way, the new logon session is incapable of making changes that 

would affect the entire system. When logging &#128182;  in as a user in the Admi

nistrators group, two separate tokens are assigned. The first token contains all

 privileges typically &#128182;  awarded to an administrator, and the second is 

a restricted token similar to what a standard user would receive. User &#128182;

  applications, including the Windows shell, are then started with the restricte

d token, resulting in a reduced privilege environment even under &#128182;  an A

dministrator account. When an application requests higher privileges or &quot;Ru

n as administrator&quot; is clicked, UAC will prompt for confirmation &#128182; 

 and, if consent is given (including administrator credentials if the account re) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -396 Td (questing the elevation is not a member of the &#128182;  administrators group), 

start the process using the unrestricted token.[104]&lt;/p&gt;
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